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ITENERARY ITENERARY ITENERARY ITENERARY 

Day 1: Dubai- Muscat 
Meet & greet on arrival at Muscat airport and transfer to hotel with an accompanying  English speaking 

guide. Check in at the at hotel – (4*). 

Day 2: Muscat 
After breakfast in the hotel we depart for the HD CT @ 0830 hrs. we will start with the Grand Mosque 

standing in stately grandeur. A visit to this beautiful piece of architecture is a must for all tourists (open daily 

for visitors between 0800− 1100 except Fridays). Then . We will visit the Royal Opera house which will be a 

guided tour.

Dress code – women should wear attire covering their arms and legs and should cover their head with 

scarf. Men should wear normal shirt and full trousers.

We then drive down to the Shatti Al Qurum and stop for a quick photos . Then we drive along to the 

Corniche. Later we drive down to the beautiful road skirts Muttrah waterfront and serves up sunset views 

over the dusky mountains, elegant houses and shimmering harbor waters ( Lunch in Local restaurant ) . 

Continue to charming old  Muscat, where traditional Arabesque buildings are tucked into a 

mountain−backed bay. See Al Alam Palace, the ceremonial palace of  His Majesty Sultan Qaboos, whose 

flamboyant columns simply have to be caught on camera! Listen as your guide tells you more about the 

palace and the two 16th−century Portuguese forts of Jalali and Mirani forts that flank either side of the 

monument.

Later, we proceed to Bait Al Zubair Museum (House of Al Zubair) which is a private museum that opened its 

carved wooden doors to the public in 1998. It is totally funded by its founders, the Zubair family. The 

museum displays the family’s collection of Omani artefacts, which is considered to be the finest that is 

privately owned. With the variety of exhibits, modern display methods and information provided, the 

museum serves as a real window on Oman’s rich heritage and culture. Since it opened the museum has 

expanded into a cultural complex that continues to evolve and is internationally recognized.

Later, stroll through Muttrah Souq.



Day 3:  Nizwa – Jebel Akhdar 
After breakfast we drive to Nizwa, the old capital Of Oman, visiting Nizwa souk and  stop at 

the fort you will visit the bustling silver souq and traditional silverware market place. You 

will visit the fascinating fort at Nizwa , hailed as a monument to Omani architectural 

ingenuity, Nizwa fort reflects the military engineering prowess of fort-builders of a bygone 

time. Then drive to  Birakt Al Mouz village, where you will visit the date and banana 

plantation and also see the abandoned fort, before driving up the mountain. At about ten 

thousand feet above sea level, Al Jabal al Akhdar (The Green Mountain) is undoubtedly one 

of the highest points in the Sultanate, making it a hotspot for the adventurous But Al Jabal 

al Akhdar is not just another geological curiosity or challenge waiting to be unraveled or 

surmounted by the curious and the adventurous. One of the protected areas in the 

Sultanate of Oman, it is inhabited by as much as 54 nuclear communities sprinkled over 

different levels on the mountain. At the heels of the mountain, you could be excused for 

wondering why it was called the Green Mountain, for the surroundings are typically semi-

arid features, largely rocky terrain and dusty soil. But once again, a pleasant surprise awaits 

you at the higher planes of the mountain. Scattered over the area are vegetation comprising 

fruit trees, flowers and shrubs. According to our sources, Al Jabal al Akhdar receives an 

average of 303mm of rainfall in a year. Coupled with its cool climate, it is therefore a friendly 

turf for these plants. 

Drive back to MCT.



Day 4:  Wadi Lovers – Coastline  
You will leave in the morning from your hotel for the coastal town of Quriyat where 

even today the watch tower is standing. The fishing town of Quriyat, an hour‘s drive 

east of Muscat, is worth visiting for the journey alone. The route winds through the 

foothills of the Hajar mountains, passing whitewashed villages, free-ranging camels 

and donkeys Quriyat‘s harbour is surprisingly modern with fishing boats with 

outboard motors lie on the beach alongside more traditional vessels, the hulk of an 

old dhow providing a reminder of earlier days when Quriyat was a major trading 

port. Continue your drive from here to Wadi Shab , in the back drop of the mountain 

this wadi looks stunning, it is here where the picnic lunch will be provided to you.

Continue drive through the mountain passing several small villages to Bimmah

Sinkhole a crater in the ground with green water pool. After a quick stop here you 

will proceed to the Wadi Tiwi, which extends thirty-six km inland and ends at a 

mountain village known as Mibam. 

Many groves and fruit trees grow along the course of this wadi from which the azure 

blue sea can be seen as you climb up the hills and descend into the valleys. Later 

after spending an interesting day driving along the coast, in the mountain you will 

drive back to Muscat



MuscatMuscatMuscatMuscat

Inclusions: 

· 3 FD trips as per above program 

· 4 nights hotel accommodation as per above program on HB basis 

· transfers and tours in air conditioned coach 

· English speaking guide

· entrance fees as per program all above 

· All transfers from / to Muscat  

· water & Lunch during the day

Exclusions: 

· Gratuities and personal expenses / tips and personal expenses 

· Visa for Oman / visa

. Flights 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

• Please note that most of the attractions are closed on Friday Morning, except Nizwa. 

• Meeting Point Oman reserve the right to cancel any part of the schedules program and / or to allocate the group to 

Hotel/s of similar standards for reasons beyond our control. 

• Meeting Point  Oman does not accept any responsibility for losses or expenses due to delays, sickness, weather, strikes, 

war, quarantine or other causes. 

• No refund will be made for unused portion of the tour / tours 

• In case of any sites mentioned are closed due to reasons beyond our control; we will operate the tour with alternate sites.



PACKAGE PACKAGE PACKAGE PACKAGE COST: COST: COST: COST: 

2 - 4 PAX 5-8 PAX 9-12 PAX

150 140 130

Rates in OMR P.P 


